Charger rallye

These cars are sort of a dying breed in this day and age. The vehicle you see here is called the
Dodge Charger Rallye, another weird glitch in the car world. But, why, how? Imagine that! Then
again, coming from the same people that just released a Challenger that does the quarter mile
faster than a McLaren P1, anything is possible from FCA at this point. Dre premium sound
system, and a slight horsepower bump, from to horsepower. Torque also goes up from to lb-ft. I
personally dig the Octane Red paint job my tester was covered in. Many people thought I was an
undercover cop, which was neat. But tastes are subjective, I guess. Mechanically, things remain
somewhat unmolested for the Charger. In this iteration, power comes from the now popular and
frankly excellent Pentastar, 3. Lacking the low-end grunt of its eight-cylinder brethrens, the six
pot makes it up with a free-revving attitude, happily swinging its tach needle to its near 7, rpm
redline, all while emitting a raspy, almost exotic intake growl. As you can see, I really like this
engine. It does, however, have some difficulty getting this big guy off the line, where nothing
actually happens below 4, rpm. Floor it, wait, wait, ah, there she is. Like in the S, which is
essentially a mechanical carbon copy of this Charger, power is either sent directly to the rear or
all four wheels. My tester had the all-wheel-drive option ticked off. I know that when I reviewed
the S, I had mentioned how I loved the transmission. At least the Charger gets an actual shifter,
unlike the Chrysler which gets a ridiculous knob dial instead. With a manual mode too. It just
makes the whole system become erratic and act up for no reason. Like the old American
sedans, just leave your Charger in D, and gun the throttle. Hand on tight to the wheel while
doing so, however, because the transmission might downshift an extra gear for no apparent
reason, causing the engine to frantically hit the rev limiter. The overabundance of heft is, of
course, instantly felt behind the wheel, as the Charger exhibits a fair amount of body roll in the
bends. Body motions are very present. This thing does handle surprisingly well, adding a fresh
breath of agility to what would normally be a barge on wheels and making it rather fun to hustle
around. Just be ready to be thrown around. Inside, the Charger is far more spartan and
utilitarian than the S, which was already dark enough. Forget refinement and fancy materials,
this is all plastic and soft spongy stuff. Ergonomics are also straight forward in the Charger,
with controls that are simple in operation and easy to find. Instead, mine was fitted with
horrendously hard benches. What a deal! And people really like this car in general; I got a lot of
positive comments wherever I went. At the end of the day, this is a large four-door sedan that
will offer more than ample rear leg room and cargo space for your family and your gear. You get
the sense the thing will never die, and there lies most of its charm. I see owning a Dodge
Charger like owning a pet elephant. Prices and trim levels discussed in this article reflect the
Canadian car market. Join the Tribe. Active collaborator at RPM, Wheels. Clavey I appreciated
your article. Good writing, I really liked your style. It is very good one. Yet I must disagree with
you mostly about this car. I have a fifth gen Camaro and a 69 Mustang already in my garage,
powerful and uncomfortable bad boys. So I am not an specific follower of any specific brand.
The transmission works pretty well. Thanks for your feedback, I really appreciate the comment.
But, hey, what do I know? Thank you for publishing this awesome article. I subscribed to your
blog and shared this on my Facebook. Thanks again for a great article! I got to agree with you
on almost everything but as an owner of a Rallye I must tell you how happy I am with my
Chargerâ€¦.. Awesome experience with it, my family loves it and my seats are leather and really
comfy. Awesome article you rock too! Just saying. I drive a 15 Rallye with AWD. I use the
manual mode frequently to get off the line and use the stick not the paddles. It has great
acceleration this way. I rarely use the sport mode. The AWD really improves handling on the
Georgia mountain roads. My seats are leather, comfortable and heated and vented with the AC. I
had a 14 RT until I had someone cross the centerline and hit me head on. The weight of the car
and the safety systems saved my life and so when I had to replace it, I went right out and found
this jewel. Love it! I loved the article, owning a Rallye myself I agree with most of your points.
With the car being 3 years old she drives really well, while having power when needed. Among
other cars I have raced over the years. None the less, the Rallye has been replaced with the GT.
Mine is the Plum Crazy Purple, and of course with the black accents, gun-metal rims she stands
out in the crowd. Overall, Dodge really made a change when Fiat took over and began changing
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that year, which makes a Charger Rallye a somewhat rare beast these days. Beast may not be
quite the word to use as the Charger was much heavier than the Challenger or Demon that the
was more commonly found in. And they were detuned to run on unleaded fuel. This edition
looks to be an older restoration where rust was once repaired. The third generation of the
Dodge Charger debuted in , so the s were little changed. Marketing research may have told the
front office that the folks who bought muscle cars in the s were getting older with more
responsibilities i. The sports-car-buff-turned-family man? Or the conservative who likes the
look, but remembers the insurance costs? For details on the Charger Rallye, check out this
story from Hemmings. The seller describes his Charger Rallye as a mostly original car but has
not yet determined if the car is numbersâ€”matching. Check out Dodge Charger production
figures here. It looks pretty shiny reflecting a recent wash job, but the layers of dust on the air
cleaner suggest that the car was only recently attended to. The black over orange is said to be
the original colors, but the paint job is newer. The Rallye doors were replaced with standard
doors, so the cool louvers are no longer there. So, while the car looks good from a short
distance, it looks like the whole exterior will need to be stripped down and started over. The
interior looks less problematic. The upholstery may have been refreshed, but the carpeting is
past its prime, one armrest is pretty worn and there is at least one crack in the dashboard.
Power steering and brakes were checked on the options list, but not factory air conditioning.
Both the Rallye and options should add to that. This might better be a car accepted for its flaws,
maybe fix the issues around the roof and drive it on the weekends and to shows. Not every car
has to be perfect to been shown off. I still have my original Charger that I ordered in July It has
4spd with the Ram Air Hood that is functional. Handsome car. Nice find! My 73 Road Runner
was just as reliable except for the transmission, but gears are hard on trannies! The year to
have for your Charger was It was an option in the Super Bee model and still had the high
compression It would have been lighter than any other HiPo V8 version so it would not have
been a slug. They made in total so much lower production than Don't post your car for sale in
the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
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